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Finder is a cutting-edge solution designed specifically for Airlines and Airports, as well as other stakeholders in the 
travel industry. Permitting not only to know the last position of the passenger during the entire journey but also sharing 
additional data related to the journey, such as passenger ETA to the gate, that permits the users to make the best-
informed decision possible, as well as innovative elements such as contacting the passenger whenever is needed to 
activate a customer or to accelerate awareness of something (e.g. boarding started).

Unlock the future of passenger tracking

Finder
Seamless Journey Platform®

Main Features

User-centered approach 

Easy to use and to learn, Finder is a
tool that was optimzed to be
implemented fast with minimum
training, being user friendly and very
visual, enables any user from any
background to easly learn and start
using it

Contact the passenger

Finder also enables the user to in specific 
circumstances, and if consented by the 
passenger, to activate and interact with 
the passenger, providing the ultimate 
personalized service, enabling operations 
optimization to an entire new level

Unlimited Search capabilities

The user can search by different
inputs, such as flight, date, terminal,
name, seat, etc

Last Known PositionBiometric or not

Biometric and non biometric
passengers are available.

Real-time monitoring

All information is real-time, enabling
very eficient exposure of the latest
data to the users

The last know position is not in one place 
is now the entire journey, from mobile to 
boarding, giving to the user full control 
and capability to have the best informed 
decision
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